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No additional clarifying Information was
submitted concerning this suggestion.
nor did the commenter provide any
economic data to support the comment.
Accordingly, § 147.5{a) is adopted as
proposed.

Section 147.17 Instructional Equipment
Requirements

The proposed revision to this section 
requires lbat the applicant's required
instructional aircraft be fitted with
navigation and communication
(NAVCOM) equipment instead of the
current requirement for a two-way
radio. '

Questions have been raised by two
commenters concerning who woUld
determine whieb type of NAVCOM
equipment would be appropriate, The
FAA's current procedure for determining

,the acceptability of radio equipment in
AMTS remains unchanged. The
language here only upgrades the two
way communications radio requirement
to include an additional naviga tional
equipment component.

The FAA is of the opinion thai this
new requirement should not be 8 cause
of confusion as the revision is only a
minor extension of the current rule.
Accordlngiy, U 147.17 is adopted as
proposed,

"
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Revision of Aviation Maintenance
Technician SChools Regulations

AGENCV: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This amendment updates the
regulations for certificating Aviation
Maintenance Technician Schools
(AMTS) to accommodate the increasing
demand for maintenance technicians
with higher levels of skill and
knowledge. The amendment modifies
portions of the rule tha t have been open
to subjective judgments by the FAA and
the AMTS industry and modifies the
portions tha t specify the skill and
knowledge requirements for an aviation
maintenance technician. This
amendment revises the core curriculum
to ensure that AMTS graduates will be
prepared to f'uilction in the current
technological environment.
EFFEcnVE DATE: September 28, 1992.
FDA FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT':
Leslie K. Vipond, AFS-302, Aircraft '
Maintenance Division, Flight Standards
Service. Federal Aviation
Administration, 800 Independence
Avenue, SW.. Washington, DC 20591,
telephone (202) 267-3269.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Bsckground
Part 147 [14 CPR part 147) was

adopted in 1970 and, except for some
minor changes. has not been revised.
since that time. The civil aviation
environment in which the aviation
maintenance technician operates has
changed significantly since lbat
regulation was adopted. Thus, a person
could graduate from a part 147-approved
AMTSand not be fully prepared to
function in the current aviation
environment

(n keeping with FAA policy to review
. _ and upgrade regulations to ensure that

they are con.sistent with changes in the
aviation environment, the FAA
contacted the airlines, AMTS, repair
stations. and mechanic organizations to
consider, holding joilltlndustryIFAA
public listening sessions to discuss
proposed changes. The FAA held a
series of three public listening sessions
in 1988 and received significant input
from the aviation industry. The first
session was held in Atlanta. Georgia. on
August 2lh'lO, 1966; the second' was held
in Oklahoma City. Oklahoma, on

September 8-9, 196B; and the tbird was
held in San Jose, California, on
September 15-16, 196B. The agenda of
the listening sessions was based on
questions from the AMTS and lbe
airline industry. Information obtained
during the listening sessions formed a
basis for an outline of certain proposed Section 147.15 Space Requirements
changes for the rule, After the sessions, "
the FAA determined it was appropriate . This sechon of the proposal removes
to consider modifications of the portions I the requirement for separate classroom
of the rule that govern AMTS ,and shop space, thus, providing schools
curriculum. administration. and . with more flexibility in use of classroom
operating rule requirements. The FAA and laboratory areas.
then developed an.d issued a notice of One commenter recommends that '
proposed rulemakmg (NPRM) to amend § 147.15(f) retain the words "assemble
part 147 [55 FR 37416, September 11, d t t" N dd't' I I ify'
1990 Docket No, 26331 Notice No. 90- an es". 0 a 1 lon~ c ar mg,
22). ' , information,was submitted concernmg

This NPRM addressed and Included tbiB suggeshon.
proposals from both industry and the The FAA has determined that the
FAA. The notice was comprehensive words "assemble and test" have
and contalned proposed revisions to historically· created confusion and
nearly every section of part 147. All misinterpretation of the Intent of the
intere8te~ persons were given an regulation. For eX8II].ple. the space
opportunity to comment on th~, requirement for assembly and testing
propos.als and due con~lderatIo~has . has often been interpreted to mean 8

been glven to all comments receIved. separate "clean room" for engine
Discussion of Comments assembly and testing following

The FAA received 41 comments in overhaul The requirement to assemble
response to the NPRM. These comments and test in the AMTS environment is
have been reviewed and considered by Intende~or necessa~ to train
the FAA In the promulgation of this final meebanlcs to a reqUIred standard, not to
rule. Twelve large industry groups. return a component to service.
representing over 10,000 aviation Therefore, in the AMTS, the space for
businesses. corporations. AMTS. and disassembly, service. and inspection·
individuals, enthusiastically support lbe could be lbe Seme space used to
NPRM. These groups, including,the assemble and test. Accordingly, § 145.15
Aviation Technician Education Council Is adopted as proposed.
AIr Transport Asaocia tion of America.
National Business Aircraft Association.
and Professional Aviation Maintenance
Association, participated in the public
listening sessions and helped to identify
important areas of reform early in this
process. Essentially, their comments
consist of general statements favoring
all aspecls of the NPRM, with some
inlnor suggestions. The remaining
commenters consist of individuals who
perform aircraft maintenance or schools
involved in training. The comments are
summarized and discussed below on a
section-by-section basis. Only those
sections commented upon are discusa:ed.

Section 147.5(0) Application and Issue
_ The proposal to amend § 147.5(a), by
removing the requirement of listing the
subjects to be laught by eaeb instructor
and the requirement that applicants
submit photographs of the facilities,
received no adverse comments.

Oite commenter suggests that lbe
section of the rule requiring that
specialized instruclors be listed by name
be changed so they may be listed simply
8S "staff" to reduce administrative costs.
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S.clion 147.19 Material, Tool. and
Shop Equipment Requirements

The propcsed revision to this section
would eliminate the requirement that
th. AMTS must nave an adequate
supply of .pecialtools and
miscellaneous tool9, and wt:1uld require
instead thatth.. AM'fS have an
adequate .upply of only those special
tool. that might be needed for such
projects as engine assembly and
calibration,

One commenter suggests that a-list of
minimum special tools be added and
that there also be a clarification of who
must provide handtools.

The FAA has determined tnat an
additional explanation is no-t
appropriate for regulations. Having a
regulatory requirement for a list of
minimum special toolS' would not serve
any purpose .ince the quantity and type
of special tools required would, in effect,
be specified by the number of students
being laught snd the requirements of the
instruction being received.. As revised,
§§ 147.19 provid.s more options to
students and schools since the school is
not required to provide handtools by
regulation: then, either lh. student must
provide them or the .chool may elect to
supply them. The changes to § 147.19 are
adopted as proposed.

S.ction 147.21 General Curriculum
Requirements

The proposed rule changes several
elements of this section. First, an
amendment to § 147.21(b) would permit
schools,. at their option. to use a 50
minute instruction unit hour. the
standard at most educational
institutions.

One commenter opposes·this change
stating that the chaage would reduce
classroom time. while three commenters
recommend ,that it be adopted. Another
commenter suggests thai the FAA
require that the hours offered by a
school be clarified. No additional
information was submitted concerning
this suggestion.

The FAA also proposed to rem'ove
§ 147.21(e). This would thereby give
schools greater flexibility in allocating
student time between practical and
theory-based inslruction. This would
eliminate the current requirement that
50 percenl of the total curriculum time
be spent in shop or laboratory classes.

Six commenters are opposed to this
change, preferring that the 50 percent
shop time requirement be kepI. Three
-other commenters indicate that this
requirement shonld not be appUcable to
general aviation. No additional
clarifying information was submitted
coneeming these three comments. The

suggestion was put forward by one
commenter that there be a specific split
of 60 percenllecture and 40 percent
laboratory.

The majority of the schools holding
AMTS certificates under Pari 147 are
p-ublic institutions such as 2- and 4.-year
colleges. Almost without exception. the
instruction unit for all 8ubjects and
disciplines at these institutions is 50
minutes in duration. This practice is
currently in place at a number of
privately owned part 147 MATS as well.
During the public listening sessions
preceding the NPRM, nearly every
participant was in favor of defining a
minimum 5O-minute instruction time

. period. Based on the foregoing. the FAA
has delermined that no degradation in
safety would result and thai a ~minute

Wlit would be appropriate. -
With resllect to the removal of the

existing requirement far 50 percent of
the students instructional Hme to be in
shop. most of the public listening
session participants and the FAA agree
that this requirement is obsoles&e.11t.
Because of the complexity of modern
aircraft systems, the FAA has
determined that more classroom
instruction lime should be spent learning
the cognitive skills associated with
understanding tbe theoretical
fundamental. of these complex systems,
as opposed to requiring instruction in
curricula structured to emphasize the 
development of certain traditional
"hands-on" tactile skills. such as
woodworking and heat treating.

In any case, the requirement for the
development of manipulative and shop
skills are retained at levels 2 or 3.
because subject teaching levels require
"the appropriate amount of shop or
laboratory instruction time. The changes
to § 147.21 are adopted as proposed.

Section 147.23 Instructor Requirements

The proposed rule would permit
schools to use specialized personnel
who are not FAA·certificated mechanics
to teach a wider variety of fundamental
technical subjects. The proposal would
provide the AMTS with a much larger
pool of appropriately skilled and
educated teachers from which to draw.
The intent is to enable the AMTS to
enhance the quality of education
thraugh the use of speciaUzed
instructors in certain general subjects
without negatively affecting the quality
of the inslruction directly related to
aviation maintenance subjects.

Several commenters suggest
developing FAA standards for the
specialized instructors and expanding
the list of subjects that specialized
instructors may teach. The development
of standards for specialized instructors

would be tantamount to requiring them
to be certificated and is beyond Ihe
scope of this rulemaldng. In addition. Ihe
comrnenters did not offer any rationale
for expanding the Ust of subjects that
the specialized instructors could teach.
According!,y, lhe FAA does not agree
with these commenters and those
proposals are not accepted.

Two commenters advocate dropping
the term "similar subjecls" from the list
of suhjects that specialized instru"tors
may teach in order to avoid confusio-no
The FAA does not agree, because no.
evidence was put forward to suggest
that the pmase "similar subjects"
regarding instructor requirements in the
current regulations does not provide
sufficient instructor competence. In
addition, by dropping Ihattenn, the list
of specialized inslructor privileges could
grow to include virtually all non-aircraft
maintenance related subjects. This may
not provide appropriate instruction and
could result in surveillance difficulties.
The FAA has determined that the term
"similar subjects" should be retained;
this term adds clarity to the rule by
defining the limitations of specialized
inslruclors. Accordingly, § 147.23 i.
adopted a. proposed. ",

Section 147.31 Attendance and
Enrollment. Tests. and Credit for Prior
Instruction or Experience

This section, under the proposal
would be amended to replace references
to the term "mechanic" with the term
"aviation maintenance technician."

Two commenters oppose this change
without explanation. The FAA disagrees
with the commenters; the occupation
descriptor "aviation maintenance
technician" is consistent with not only
the tille of the rule itself bul is congruent
with the current tenninology of the .
aviation industry and the International
Civil Aviation Organization.

Several commenters believe that a
student should be eligible to receive
credit for the subject of mathematics
regardless of how that knowledge is
gained. The FAA bas not pr.oposed
changing the prerequisite in the current
rule that ve,ification and possibly
testing ase required before a sch'lUl may
credit a student for previous instm.ction
or experience. This requirement applies
to all subjects, including mathematic•.
The commenters offered no evidence
t1\at the informal study of mathematics
is 85 effective and comprehensive 8S

formal inslruction. Thils, § 147.31 is
adopted as proposed.
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Section 147.35(o} Transcripts and
Graduation Certificates

The proposed amendment to this
section would make grade transcripts
available to the student "upon request"
ti> relieve a school of the burden of
issuing unrequested or undesired
transcripts.

One commenter opposes this change
without explanation. The FAA does not
agree with the commenter and has
determined that the current requirement
imposes an unneeded administrative
burden on a certificated AMTS. The
proposed change would relieve this
burden without any adverse impact on
safety. Accordingly, the amendment to
§ 147.35(a) is adopted as proposed.

Section 147.36 M.aintenance of
Instructor Requirements

Modifications to this section are
similar to those proposed for § 147.23.
These changes would permit the
expanded use of instructors who are not
certificated mechanics to teach certain
subjects in the general curriculum.

As in § 147.23, several comments were
received suggesting that the term
"similar subjects" be dropped because it
is vague and causes confusion. One
respondent points out that the phrase
"basis hydraulics" should be "basic
hydraulics," while another indicates that
the ·word "each" should be "teach."

The comments received regarding
"similar subjects" for this section are
congruent with those received in
§ 147.23, and the FAA has determined
that the term "similar subjects" should
be retained since it is adequately clear
and provides the flexibility needed. The
phrase "basis hydraulics" was a
misspelling and will now read "basic
hydraulics," and the word "each" was a
misspelling and will now read "teach."
With the exception of these changes,
§ 147.36 is adopted as proposed.

Section 147.38 Maintenance of
Curriculum Requirements

No comments were received on the
proposed changes to this section;
therefore, § 147.38 is adopted as
proposed. -

Appendix A Curriculum Requirements

The proposed rule would add a
paragraph (c) to this appendix to .
faciiitate the use by AMTS of currently
accepted educational materials and
equipment, such as computers,
calculators, and audiovisual equipment.

Part of the proposal relating.to
appendix A teaching levels (part 147,
appendix A, section (b)(3)(ii)), replaces
the term "accomplish" with "simulate."
The proposal for this section will now
read "Development of sufficient

manipulative skills to simulate return to
service."

A commenter states dissatisfaction
with the proposed term "simulate" when
training to level 3. The FAA disagrees
with the comment. because while much
of the training equipment in typical Part
147 AMTS may no longer be in
airworthy condition; Le., engines,
generators. etc., sufficient manipulative
skills may be developed and sufficient
knowledge may be acquired on the
training equipment to simulate the
accomplishment of retnrn to service
even if the training equipment itself is
not airworthy.

Another commenter ·proposed a
change to appendix A, section (a),
Definitions. The commenter suggests
that section (a)(5) should read: "
II 'Repair' means to correct a defective
condition by acceptable means." The
FAA disagrees. The commenter's
suggestion could cause confusion in the
definition of repair since the purpose of
a part 147 school is to provide
instruction in FAA acceptable methods
and practices for aU tasks. The FAA
does not choose to adopt the comment
"by acceptable means." Accordingly,
the FAA adopts part 147, appendix A, as
proposed.

Appendix B General Curriculum
Subjects

The proposal adds both new material
and changes teaching levels in certain
subjects. The purpose of these changes,
would be to increase students' exposure
to technical information and special skill
requirements that-are more relevant to
the current aviation industry needs and
to reduce required instruction time in
certain obsolescent areas.

Several commenters suggest that the
subject area "basic physics" be renamed
as "basic science." The FAA disagrees.
The subject of "basic science," which
might include science subjects such as
biology, zoology, etc.. could be far less
relevant than the more rigorously
defined subject "basic physics." Basic
physics encompasses the more
applicable principles of fluids, air, heat,
and mechanical forces which are more
appropriate to the atudies of AMT
students.

Subject Item 30J

Two commenters suggest changing the
phrase "develop principles" in part 147,
appendix B, Subject Item 3OJ, Basic
Physics, to "understand principles." The
FAA agrees with the commenters. A
requirement to develop physical
principles would impose unreasonable
and excessive technical requirements on
AMTS students. The section has been

revised to read: "Understand and use
the principles of simple machines· ....

Another commenter advocates
inclusion of a requirement in this section
'concerning the use of typical aircraft
maintenance records to emphasize
mechanic responsibility. This was
echoed by a commenter who suggests
expanding the teaching section on
maintenance forms, Subject Item 28, and
requiring a student to develop the
description of work performed as
specified in § § 43.9 and 43.11 and not
just describe various discrepancies. The
FAA agrees with both commenters.
Appendix B, Subject Item 28, has been
modified by adding tl>e words: "Write
descriptions of work performed
including aircraft discrepancies and
corrective actions using typical aircraft
maintenance records."

Another commenter proposes that the'
leacbing level for dye penetrant non
destructive inspection (NOI) be raised
from level 2 to level 3. The FAA
disagrees with this suggestion. All NOI
training, including the use of dye
penetrants, to a teaching level 3
competence clearly requires significant
training beyond that which could
reasonably be expected of an AMTS,
given the time constraint.s imposed by
other training requirements. Therefore,
the FAA has not adopted this
suggestion.

Several commenters recommend
keeping heat treating processes at level
2 rather than dropping them to level 1.
The FAA does not agree with those
commenters. The complexities of .
today's aircraft structures require that
greater emphasis be placed on
fundamental and theoretical
understanding of metallurgical materials
and processes developed at teaching
levell rather than requiring AMTS
training to focus on the hands-on skills
developed at teaching level 2. Note that
in the final rule the word "inspect" is
added at the beginning of the subject
area description of subject item 23. This
term emphasizes that a requirement to
inspect for corrosion necessarily and
logically precedes the identification,
removal, and treatment of affected
areas. Appendix B, therefore, is adopted
in accordance with the changes to the
NPRM as discussed.

Appendix C Airframe Curriculum
Subjects .

The proposed amendment to this
appendix would add a subject area on
composite aircraft structural inspection,
testing. and repair as well as delete and
reduce certain obsolescent material in
some subject areas. such as wood. dope,
and fabric .. Curriculum offerings would
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c,

be increased in certain current and
newly emerging area. 'If technology and
some teaching levels would increase.

Subject Item 50

Five commenters believe that the
requirement in Subject Item 50 for
teaching the troubleshooting and repair
of constant speed drive (CSDj and
integrated speed drive (ISDJ generators
at teaching level 3 is too higb. They
argue that the teaching of these systems
at level 3 would present a significant
economic burden t9 the majority of
AMfS since this would require all
schools to purchase at least one
operating model of each type of
generator at a considerable cost.
Further. they argue that a oatisfactory
understanding of these systems may be
simulated by alternative teaching
methoda that do not require the actual
hardware.

After assessment of the alternatives.
the FAA agrees with the comments and
finds that the economic burden of
acquiring this hardware is not iustified.
Following furlher study, Ibe FAA agrees
with the commenters that there are
alternate methods available to teach
those systems to a satisfactory level
Further, the original teaching level of 3
for ISD and CSD generating systems is
unjustified with respect to the needs of
industry. and it is more appropriate at 8

level 1. Hawever, the needs of the
aviation industry dictate that the
teaching level should remain at level 3
for alternating and direct ronent
generating systems. As a result of
further evaluation, Ihe FAA has
determined that this subject item will be
subdivided inlo two parts and will read
as follows:

Item 50{aj, teaching level 3. lnspect,
check, troubleshoot. service, and repair
alternating current and direct current
electrical systems.

Item 5O(bJ. teaching level 1. Inspect.
check, and troublesboot constanl speed
and integrated speed drive generators.

Accordingly. this section is adopted
as revised by the foregoing discussion.

Subject Item 39

One commenter suggests removing the
requirements in Subject Item 39 for
instruction in "OMEGA" navigation
systems since the system is primarily
military and not in common use. With
respect to this area, another suggestion
was made to remove "OMEGA" ·and

• add "LORAN and Radin Beacon
Transponders." The FAA agrees with
the commenters, and this requirement
has been modified in the final rule.

Subject Item 20

Another commenter suggests that the
FAA consider modifying Item 20, 10
reduce the arc welding and soldering
requirement from teaching level 2 to
level 1. The FAA does not agree with
this commenter. None of the'participants
at the FAA's public listening sessions
identifled any need for change in this
area, and the commenter presented no
rationale for the proposal.

Subject Item 8

Another commenter suggests
expanding Subject Item 8 from "apply
finishing materials" to include generi~

types of materials. such as polyurethane
and other current types of material.
While this suggestion has merit.
expansion of this section is not
necessary. A properly developed and
administered curriculum with a teaching
level of Zwould include instruction in

. aircraft painting using the currenl types
of generic preparation, priming, and
finishing materials.

Subject Item 33 -

Two commenters note that the
teaching level for item 33. heating
pressurization, etc... should be raised to
level Zsince system components such 88

air cycle machines require frequent
maintenance.

The FAA di"agrees. The majority of
the fauIt corrections involve either
troubleshooting of circuitry or
electromechanical devices. Appropriate.
analytical instruction can be delivered
at the proposed teaching level 1 where
basic principles and troublesbooting can
he taught to the required knowledge
level. In this case, the economic burden
to the AMrS ofacquiring the training
equipment necesoary to leach 10 a level
Z is nol justified.

A single commenter believes that
Subject Item 33 should include a
warning about oxygen "danger aspects."
The FAA has determined that this is not
necessary since this subject is required
to be taught at level Z in Subject Item 35.
and the oxygen system cautions and.
warnings subject must be taught as part
of the curriculum.

Subject Item 5-1

.One commente. believes that the
language in Subjecl flem 51 describing
"takeoff warning" systems should be
changed to the more encompassing
"configuration warning." The FAA

j agrees that this proposed language is
more appropriate for the system
desoiplion, and thaI phrase will be
changed accordingly.

Subject Item 5

One comrnenter objects to Subject
Item 5 being reduced to level 1. Subjecf
Item 5 teaches Ihe inspection, -test. and
repair of fabric and fiberglass cloth, a
relatively obsolescent subject. The
commenter gave no justif!cation.for the
objection; however, much discussion in
the FAA public listening sessions
centered an the need to consider
reduction of teaching levels. in certain
obsolescent subjects in order- to liberate
more instruction time to focus on
subjects more relevant to today's needs.

The FAA has delermined that
sufficient knowledge may be gained on
this subject at a teaching level) so that
a studeill can he adequalely trained to
make appropriate repair judgments.
Therefore. appendi;K C is revised as
proposed.

Appendix D Powerplont Curriculum
Subjects

Under the proposaL new sub;ect
material would be added tl) this
appendix to increase the level of
technical knowledge and skill required
in the powerp!ant curricufum. Certain 
teaching levefs would be changed 10
reflect the current and future technician
tra-ining needs. Another major ehange to
Appendix B would require that each
certificatedAMfS have an operating jet
turbine engine for instruetionaf
purposes. This proposal is implicit in the
hardware requirements for Subject Item
&, to "Inspect. check, service, .. • •
turbine engines and turbine engine
instaUations."

Subject Item 19

Five commenters suggested that Item
19, "'Inspect, service" ... turbine

~ engine electrical and pneumatic starting
systems," be divided into two &eclions,
with electrical turbine engine starting
systems being taught separately at level
3 and pneumatic turbine engine starting
systems being taugbt at level 1. The
reasons for the proposed division ·are
primarily economic since teaching
pneumatic starting systems- at level 3
would require at:tual hardware.
Pneumatic starting systems represent
older technology and are becoming
obsolete. so a reduction in teaching level
could enable AMfS instruction to focus
more productively on current turbine
engine starting systems.

Another commenter recommends that
the word "slarting" be inserted afler the
word "electrical" to clearly identify the
system being taught 8S a starting
system. The FAA agrees that sufficienl
oasis exists to incorporate these
suggestions. Accordingly. Subject Item
19 is modified and adopted as follows,
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a. Item 19[a). Inspect' ••
. troubleshoot· • • turbine engine

electrical starting systems [at teaching
level 3].

b. Item 19(b). Inspect' • • and
troubleshoot turbine engine pneumatic
starting systems [at teaching level 1).

Subject Item 20
The proposed revisions to this subject

item would eliminate training in
obsolete subjects; ~:me such subject is
Subject Item 20. requiring instruction in
powerplant water injection systems.
This requirement was discussed at
length during the part 147 listening
sessions. The FAA "agrees that this"
technology is currently obsolete and
applicable to relatively few aircraft, and
instruction time could be more
productively focused elsewhere. Two
commenters suggest that this subject be
retained at teaching level!; however,
sufficient justification was not
presented, and the FAA does not agree
with that suggestion. Therefore, this
subject item is adopted as proposed.

Subject Item 6
During the listening sessions, both the

FAA and most of the industry
participants recognized and
recommended that adequate training on
turbine engine inspection. checking. and
repair requires a turbine engine that is
operational, and all operationa~ training
on this particular subject item, Item 6.
should be at teaching level 3.

One commenter to the NPRM suggests
that training on this item would be too
complex at teaching level 3 and should
be reduced to level 2. No economic
justification or other basis was stated
for the proposal to reduce the teaching
level. The FAA disagrees. Accordingly.
Subject Item 6 is adopted as proposed.

Subject Item 32
Under the current rule. this subject

item is dedicated solely to the teaching 
of engine exhaust systems to teaching
level 3. In the NPRM. it was proposed
that this aubject item be expanded to
include the closely related subject of
engine thrust reverser systems and
related components. It was proposed
and intended that this new subject be
taught only to levell. However, it was
never intended that the current
instruction in the repair and
troubleshooting of engine exhaust
systems be relaxed to teaching level 1.
A relaxation of the teaching standard
for engine exhaust systems generally
would not be in the public interest, since
improperly repaired exhaust systems
could· create a serious safety hazard. To
make it absolutely clear that the current
standard for this subject item is to be

maintained. in the final rule the teaching
of the repair of engine exhaust systems
is separated from engine thrust reverser
systems. The former is to continue to be
tanght to level 3. while the laller need
only be taught to level 1. This subject
item is subdivided into 32.a. (which
employs the wording of current element
32) and 32.b.• respectively"

Subject Item 40
Two commenters indicate that the

newly added subject. Subject Item 40.
Unducted Fans, be removed and that the
subject material be incorporated into
turbojet subject items. The FAA has
determined that'by placing the subject
item. Unducted Fans. apart as a
separate subject item. the subject may
be taught more comprehensively when
those systems enter service. Further, as
that particular technology evolves, a
separate instruction unit will provide
some of the future AMTS curriculum
growth potential that many commenters
consider essential. Accordingly,
appendix D, is adopted as proposed in
the NPRM.

Miscellaneous Comments

A number of comments of a very
general nature were received. The
majority of these comments primarily
address the proposed upgrading of
sections of the curriculum specifying
airframe systems such as·
communication and navigation systems,
cabin atmosphere control systems. and
similar subject items. These comments
generally characterize the proposals as
being too "airline oriented and watering
down general aviation subjects'" Some
commenters warn against decreasing
teaching levels in certain .subjects more
appropriate to general aviation; these
include wood. dope. fabric. and radial
engines.

The FAA will continue to assess
demographic data. to determine where
the bulk of AMTS graduates are
employed, Le.. what knowledge. skills.
and abilities are required of them. .
Currently, demographic infonnation
indicates that approximately 80 to 85
percent of AMTS graduates that are
employed in the aviation industry are in
airline or airline-related occupations.
Further, long-range statistical
demographic surveys indicate that
aircraft maintenance technician
migration into airline employment is
likely to increase over the next decade.
In view of these trends. the FAA is of
the opinion that. for reasons of safety
end commerce, AMTS would be able to
maximize productivity if required.
curriculum provides an increased focus
onthe instruction necessary to increase
student training In the knowledge. skills,

and abilities required by the airline
industry. On the other hand. the FAA
has determined that the proposed
regulatory changes will not result in a
negative effect on AMTS training for
general aviation since much of the same
procedures and equipment required by
the airline industry are already
incorporated into many general aviation
aircraft. Therefore. based on these
considerations. those comments do not
reflect the broader needs of the aviation
community.

A number of commenters express
concern that the scope of the revised
regulation would require that all AMTS
'be recertificated by the FAA. The FAA
is of the opinion that no AMTS will be
required to be recertificated to conform
to the rule. The FAA will continue to
conduct routine conformity surveillance
inspections to assure compliance with
this rule.

Paperwork Reduction Act

Information collection requirements in
the amendments to part 147 have
previously been approved by the Office
of Management and Budget under the
provisions of the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1960 (Pub. L. 9O-S11) and have
been assigned OMB Control Number
212Q-0040.

Regulatory Evaluation Summary

. Executive Order 12291. da ted
February 17, 1981. directs Federal
agencies to promulgate new regulations
or modify existing regulations only if
potential benefits to society for each
regulatory change outweigh potential
costs. The order also requires the
preparation of a Regulatory Impact
Analysis of all "major" rules except
those responding to emergency
situations or other narrowly dermed
exigencies. A "major" rule is one that is
likely to result in an annual effect on the
economy of $100 million or more. a
major increase in consumer costs. or a
significant adverse effect on
competition. The FAA has determined
that this rule is not "major" as defined
in the executive order. therefore a full
regulatory analysis. that includes the
identification and evaluation of cost
reducing alternatives to this rule. has
not been prepared. A more concise final
regulatory evaluation has been
prepared. however. which includes
consideration of the economic
consequences of this regulation. This
regulatory evaluation is included in the
docket.

.Comments

The FAA received no comments
directly discussing its regulatory
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evaluation. However. five commenters
argue that the proposed change to
Appendix C (Airframe Curriculum
Subjects), to teach repair of constant
speed drive and integrated speed drive
generators at level 3 [highest level],
would impose too high a cost on AMTS.
This amendment would require schools
to purchase at least one operating model
of each type of generator. The initial
Regulatory Evaluation did not consider
this cost. However, the FAA agrees with
the commenters. The final rule does not
include this proposed change, thus
eliminating this cost.

Cost Impacts
The NPRM estimated a cost to AMTS

related to the purchase of new
equipment of $6.300 for about 30 schools
under § 147.17. The FAA now estimates
that all AMTS have the equipment to
fulfill the new requirements under this
section. This rule will add a cost burden
to AMTS because of changes in
appendixes Band D. Amendments to
appendix B will require a higher
teaching level in some fundamental
general subjects. such as mathematics
and physics. It lowers teaching levels in
some obsolescent subjects, and it
requires additional knowledge and skill
levels on advanced subjects. The
requirement includes teaching electronic
repair of solid-state electronic
equipment. The FAA estimates that 49,
about one-fourth of the 196 certified
AMTS. need to purchase new electronic
equipment at an average cost of $5,270
per school. This results in a total cost of
approximately $258.000.

In appendix D, the rule changes
related to powerplant service and repair
will require about one-sixth of AMTS to
buy and mount a turbine engine; and it
will cause about one-sixth of the schools
to mount the turbine it owns. A fully
mounted turbine engine costs about .
$74,000; setiing up a turbine engine. on
an appropriate stand costs an average of
$2,600. The cost of this section of the
rule is approximately $2,5 million.

Cost Savings

Several amendments to part 147 wilt
give AMrS a cost reduction. The
amendment to § 147.5 permits a more
efficient use of instructors because the
rule will not require schools to
predesignate'which class a particular
instructor must teach. This change is
estimated to save the industry $1.1
million over the decade.

Changes to § 147.15 allow schools to
use their existing classroom and
laboratory areas more efficiently. While
not affecting existing facilities, new
applicants will need less space due to
this amendment. Over the next 10 years,
this should save new applicants a lotal
of $1.3 million. .

The amendment to § 147.21 permits
schools to use a standard 5O-rninute
instruction unit. This convention
conforms with class time practice used
at most educational institutions. Also, .
this section allows AMTS to teach
material at a level equal to or higher
than that designated in appendix A of
part 147. Over the decade this sa,ings
amounts to $7.5 million for the industry
by reducing administrative time
requirements.

Amendments to §§ 147.23 and 147.36
permit schools to expand the use of
instructors not certified as a mechanic
to teach additional material in the
general curriculum. This change will
allow schools to use specialized
personnel to teach math, physics, basic
electricity, and' similar subjects. The
FAA determined that each school could
replace one full-time-equivalent
certificated mechanic instructor with an
instructor not certified 88 a mechanic.
With difference in annulll salary of
$7,400 between the two, the rule should
save .chools $16.6 million over the.
decade.

The amendment to § 147.31 gives
AMTS more flexibility in crediting and
tes ting, thus relieving some
administrative burden. The rule permits
schools to administer tests after 8

student completes a unit of instruction
and give credit for the general.
curriculum courses previously taken at
that school. Much of the amendment
codifies existing practices. However. the
greater flexibility reduces instructor
time. The FAA estimates that two days
a month of an instructor's time can be
saved.. This amendment will·save AMTS
$12.0 million over the decade.

Amendments to appendix B increase
student exposure to fundamental
concepts and new, up-to-date skill
requirements of the aviation in~ustry.

They also delete certain obsolete
requirements. By deleting outdated
requirements. this amendment saves
new AMTS from the purchase of $2.600
in heat treatment equipment no longer
required. Over the decade, this saves
the AMTS about $164,000.

Changes to appendix D Increase the
technical knowledge and skill
requirements for the powerplant
curriculum. The amendment eliminates
the need of new schools to purchase
radial engines whicq cost about $1,050
apiece. These amendments will save the
AMTS about $74,000 over the decade.

Cost-Benefit Comporison

The cost decrease resulting from this
rule will total $39 million over the
decade. (This is equal to $23 million
when discounted to 1990.] The largest
savings come· from the relaxation of the
constraint to use certified mechanics for
certain classes. This saves· the industry
$17 million over the next decade. In
contrast. new requirements set down by
this rule will cost the industry, public,
and the FAA about $3 million over the
next decade. The largest cost increase
will come from the amendments to
appendix D related to powerplant
service and repair. To meet th~e nile
requirements, a third of the schools will
need to purchase or mount a turbine at a
cost of more than $2,5 million. The
following table outlmes all of the rules
costs and benefits.

TABLE 1.-SUMMARY OF CoST INCREASE AND DECREASES

(Part 147 Revision Aul&--A¥!ation Maintenance Technician Schools]

Section What Ihe amendment will do Cost assumptions Nel saWlgS

No cost change to society ~e cost onty I 0,0
shift from schoolS to student~.

Save 16 hours annually for each school 8Fld I Sl.1 mtlJion,.
one hour pel sch;ool tOf" the FAA.

AsSlimes 600 sq ft room; $30 per sq h; 7 new I 1 3 mi.1fIon
schoo(s per year.

§ 147.5._•...__ ...1Amendment e~mlnates requirement that certified teachers be listed as qualt
tied for 8 given subject matter before leaching it Requires AMT scN>ofs
give the -FAA only a ~st of FAA certificated instructors..

§ 147.15...•_ ....1Eliminates requifement 10 O"o'ertlaul engines to an airworthy concfition 'or
mechanics training. Thts will save new schoOls the expense of building Of

. leasing btJiIding Of leasing eogine overhaul space.
§ 147.17......" ...\ Updates school aircraft requirements for naYigation and communications

equipment FAA now estimates that all existing schools ha¥e the appropn.
ate equipment to meet the requirements" ..

§ 147.19 ....." .. ,1 Eliminates tile reference tq tools and requires lhe AMT schools to suppty only
. ~~I tools. Ae~tts in sludents P4lrchasing standard tools at new schools.

No COS, impact . ._._ _ , 0.0
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TABLE 1.-SUMMARV OF COST INCREASE AND DECREAsEs-Continued

(Part 147 Revision Rule-Aviation MWntenance Technician Schools)

Section What the amendment will do Cost assumptions He! saW>gs

f 147.21 ...._ .._ ·Permlts schools 10 use • standard 5O-minute instruction unit. Also aJtows AMT Save 8drnlnistratiYe liinte .••_,~ ••_____._••_._ .•.•••. 7.5 mUlion.
sChools to teach -material at '. IeYeI hlghef that designated.

§ 14723 and Requirement witl permit schooli to expand the ~ of instructors who are not Cost difference between certificated and non- 16.8 million.
§ 147.36 certificated mechanlca to teach additional material in the general curriculum. certificated teacher estimated "at $7.000/Yf.

Specialty teachers In math physics, etc. can be empIoyed.. Savings to( 196 acerue to schoola..
§ 147.31 •.......... Amendment wiJl give testing ~\Iity to AMT schools ..•_..........._......._....•._.......... Cost SlMngS based on 8 2 days per month 12.0 miUioo.

less tor one tnstructOf'& time at each of 196
schools.

§ 147.35_........ Amendment wit! attar wording so that the AMT schoOls need glV8 students a Reduces cost but in an insignIflcan( way .•...•....•••. 0.0
transcript of grades onfy upon -request.

§ 141.38___ Amendment gives AMT schoots ftexibility to teach &\A)fects above the taaching No econon'Iic impact ...._........._...............____ ~_..._ 0.0__ed._A...... Amendment faciitates use of new teaching materials and equipment such al Possible brig term savings that are Indetarmin- 0.0
computers and teaching software. able..

Append~ B...... Amendment wit! increase student eJCP09U(e to fundamental concepts and Cost of new equipment to elristiAg '6Chools is (65.000)
updates skill requirements. . $5,300. New schools can save 52,600 on

old equipment not required..
Appond~ C..... Amendment ~I add a subject area on composlte aircraft strucklraJ 1nspection. Changes will have little cost Impact since no 0.0

testing. and repair 8S waH as delete and reduce certain OU1dated materia! In eapnaI~ are needed.
subject areas such as wood and fabric. It will tnc::reue cettain CUlTent and
emerging W'88S oft~.

Appendix 0_ .Amendment WiU add new 8Ubject material reqtirB.ments for powerptant cunic» 0nlH;xth need '" buy ....... 1$74.(00) and (2.4 mi1l<on).
Ium. II also win require all certificated AMT schools to use an operating jet _ one-sixth need to have • Iul'bCne mounted_ eng;ne tor _ pwposes.

1$2.600).

In aduition to a large net 6avings from
this rule, lne FAA believes that the
amendment /las certain npnquantifiable
benefits. In pa,ticular. the amendments
to § 147 will rescit in better trained
aviation mechanil..s and the skills of
AMTS graduates wm better fit the needs
of tha airline induslr/.

The FAA has detemlined that this rule
will give the industry a 3ubstantial cost
reductioIL Also. the AMTS will produce
beller trained mechanics ,yith these
changes.

Regulatory Flexibility Dete:minatian

The Regulatory Flexibility Act
§§ 603(b) and 603(c) of 1960 (RFA)
ensures that government regulations do
not needlessly and disproportionately
burden small businesses. The RFA
requires FAA to review each rule that
may have "8 significant economic
impact on a substantisl nwnber of small
entities."

FAA criteria sets a "substantial
number" as not less than 11 and more
than one-third of the small entities
subject to th.e amendment. This rule will
affect 162 aviation maintenance
technician schools. The threshold size
for an AMTS is 150 employees. A
significant economic impact for an
AMTS is $28,350.

This rule will have significant
economic impact on approximately one
sixth of the AMTS. This impact will
come from the requirem~ntto purchase
a turbine engine at a cost of about
$74.000. However. only one-sixth of the
industry will experience this sigilificant
cost. well below the one-third required

to meet the guidelines Jor a significant
impact. The remaining schools will
receive a cost savings of about $16,000
per year. This cost savings is below the
$28.350 threshold The FAA, therefore.
has determined that this rule will not
have a substantial economic impact on a
significant number of small entities.

International Trode Impact Assessment
This rulemaking will bave little long

term impact on trade opportunities for
both American imns doing business
overseas and for foreign firms doing .
business in the United States. AU AMTS
regulated by pari 147 are in the Uriited
Slales.·The AMfS do attract foreign
students for sludy aince theUnited
States leads the world in aviation
technology..

Federal Implication.
The regulations herein would not have

substantial direct implications on the
states. on the relationship between the
national government and the states. or
on the distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various levels
of government. Therefore. in accordance
with Executive Order 12612. it is
determined that these regulations would
not.have sufficient federalism .
implications to warrant the preparation
of a Federalism Assessment.

Conclusion
For the reasons discussed in the

preamble. and based on the findings in
the Regulatory Evaluation and the
Intemational Trade Impact Analysls. the
FAA has determined that this final rule
is not major under Executive Order

12291. In additioIL the FAA certifi.es that
this rule wili not have a significant
economic impact. positive Of.negative.
on s substantial nwnber of small entities
identified under the criteria of the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act. This rule is
considered 9ignificant under DOT
Regulatory Policies and Procedures.(44
FR 11034; February 26, 1979). The
regulatory evaluation of this final rule.
including a Regulatory Flexibility
Determination and Trade Impact
Analysis. has been placed in the docket.
A copy may be obtained by cantacting
the person identified under FOfl J'UR11tER
I_nON CONTACT.

List of.Subjects in 14 CFR Part 147

Aircraf~ Airmen. Aviation safety.
Aviation maintenance technician
schools. Administrative and curriculum
requirements, Educational faCIlities.
Reporting and recardk""ping
requirements, Schools.

The Rule

In consideration of the foregoing, the
Federal Aviation Administration
amends 14 CFR pari 147 of the Federal
Aviation Regulations as follaws:

PART 147-AVlATION MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN SCHOOLS

1. The authority cilation for part 147
continues to read 88 follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1354(8). 1355. 1421. snd
1427; 49 U.S.C. 1061B). .

2. Section 147.5 is amended by
revising paragraphs (a)(2) and (a)(3) to
read as follows:
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(f) Suitable area wilh' adequate
equipment. including benches. tables.
and test equipment. to disassemble.
service. and inspect.
" . " " .

3. Section 147.15 is amended by
revising paragraphs (a). (b), (cJ, (d), (f)
introductory text. (g). and (b) to read as
follows:

§ 147.15 Space requ1re'llenlo.

5. Section 147.19 is revised to read 8S
follows:

§ 147.19 Malerial.. opeclallool.. and shop
equipment ,equlrementL

An applicant for an aviation
maintenance technician school
certificate and rating. or for an

. § 147.5 Appllcallon and 100u8.
(a)· " "
(2) A list of the facilities and malerials

to be used;
(3) A list of its inslructors. including

the kind of certificale and ratings held
.and the certificate numbers; and
" " " .. "

•

•

•

••

••

••

•

(3J A school may credil a student with
previous aviation maintenance
experience comparable to required
curriculum subjects. It must determine
the amount of credit 10 be allowed by
documents verifying that experience.
and by giving the sludenl a tesl equal to
the one given to students who complete
the comparable required curriculum
subjecl al the school.

{4J A school may credil a sludenl
seeking an additional rating wilh
previous satisfactory completion of the
general portion of an AMTS curriculum.

• • •

completes a unit of instruction as shown
in that school's approved curriculum.

(c)· • •
(1)' ••
(iv) A certificaled aviation

maintenance technician school.

(e) A school shall use an approved
system for determining final course
grades and for recording student
attendance. The system must show
hours of absence allowed and show how
the missed material will be made
available 10 the sludenl.

9. Section 147.35 is amended by
revising paragraph (a) 10 read as
follows:

§ 147.35 Transcrlpls and graduallon
certlf\Cale..

(a) Upon request, each certificated
aviation maintenance technician school
shall provide a transcripl of the
student's grades to each student who is
graduated from that school or who
leaves it before being graduated. An
official of the school shall authenticale
the transcript. The transcript must state
the curriculum in which the student was
enrolled. whelher the sludenl
satisfactorily completed that curriculum.
and Ihe final grades the sludenl
received.

10. Section 147.36 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 147.36 Maintenance of instructor
requirements.

Each certificated aviation
maintenance technician school shall.
aIter certification or addition of a rating,
continue to provide the number of
instructors holding appropriate
mechanic certificates and ratings that
the Administrator determines necessary
to provide adequate instruction to the
students. including at least one such
instructor for each 25 students in each
shop class. The school may continue to
provide specialized instructors who are
not certificated mechanics to teach
mathematics. physics, drawing, basic

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
(bJ The curriculum musl offer alleasl

the following number of hours of
instruction for the rating shown, and the
instruction unit hour shaH not be less
than 50 minutes in length-· . . ..

additional rating, must have an
adequale supply of material, special
tools. and.such of the shop equipment as
are appropriate to the approved
curriculum of the school and are used in
constructing and maintaining aircraft. to
assure that each student will be
properly instrucled. The special tools
and shop equipment must be in
satisfactory working condition for the
purpose for which they are to be used.

6. Section 147.21 is amended by
revising paragraph (b) inlroductory lexl.
paragraphs (c) and (d)(3), and by
removing paragraph (eJ to read as
follows:

§ 147.21 General curriculum requirements.

(c) The curriculum must cover the
subjects and items prescribed in
appendixes B. C. or D, as applicable.
Each item musl be taughllo al least the
indicated level of proficiency. as defined
In appendix A.

(d)" • *
(3) A Iisl of the minimum required

school tests to be given.
7. Section 147.23 is revised to read as

follows:

§ 147.23 Instructor requirements.
An applicant for an aviation

maintenance technician school
certificate and rating, or for an
additional rating, must provide the
number of instructors holding
appropriate mechanic certificates and
ratings that the Administrator
determines necessary to provide
adequate instruction and supervision of
the students, including at least one such
instructor for each 25 students in each
shop class. However, the applicant may
provide specialized instructors, who are
not certificated mechanics, to leach
mathematics, physics, basic electricity,
basic hydraulics, drawing, and similar
subjects. The applicant is required to
maintain a Jist of the names and
qualifications of specialized instructors.
and upon request, provide a copy of the
lisl to the FAA.

8. Section 147.31 Is amended by
revising paragraphs (b). (c)(l)(ivJ, (c){3J.
and (e) and adding paragraph (c)(4) to
read as follows:

§ 147.31 Attendance and enrollment.
tests, and credit for prior Instruction or
experience.

(b) Each school shall give an
appropriate tesllo each studenl who

•

••

•

•

•

•

•

•
(a) An enclosed classroom suilable for

teaching theory classes.
(b) Suitable facilitie., either central or

located in training aress, arranged to
assure proper separatfon from the
working space. for parts. tools.
materials. and similar articles.

(c) Suitable area for application of
finishing materials. including pa~nt

spraying.
(d) Suitable areas equipped wilh

w8shtank and degreasing equipment
with air pressure or other adequate
cleaning equipment.

(g) Suitable space with adequale.
equipment. including tables. benches.
stands. and jacks. for disassembling,
inspecting, and rigging aircraft.

(h) Suilable space with adequate
equipment for disassembling, inspecting,

. assembling, troubleshooting. and timing
engines.

4. Section 147.17 is amended by
revising paragraph (a)(2) to read as
follows:

§ 147.17 Instructional equipment
requirements.

(a)" ....
(2) At least one aircraft of a Iype

currently certificated by FAA for private
or commercial operation, with
powerpJant, propeller, instruments,
navigation and communications
equipmenl. landing lights, and other
equipment and accessories on which a
maintenance technician might be
rt:quired to work Bnd with which the
technician should be familiar.
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Appendix C to Part 147-AIr(rame
Curriculum Subjoots

14. Appendix C is amended by revising
Items 2, 3. 5, 8, 10. 12, 16, 21. 25. 26, 33. 36, 37.
38, 39, 480'50, 51, and 52, and the heading for
Subject D under L "Airframe Structures" to
read as follows:

(b)· ••
(31' ••
(ii) Development of sufficient manipulative

skills to simulate return to service.

33. Inspect. check, troubleshoot.
service, and repair heating.
cooling. air conditioning. pres
surization B)·stema. and air
cycl~ machines.

•

SO.a. Inspect; check. trouble
shoot. service. and repair alter-
nating and direct current elec
tricallystem.s.

SO.b. Inspect, check, and trouble
shoot constant Ipeed and inte
grated. speed drive generators.

51. Inspect. check, and service
speed and configuration warn
ing aystema. electrical brake
controls, and anti-skid sys
tems.

52, Inspect check. troubleshoot,
and service landing gear posi
tion indicating and warninS
systems.

•

36. Inspect. check. service. trou
bles.qpot, and repalr electronic
flight instrument systems and
both mechanical and eleotrical .
heading, speed. altitude. tem
perature. pressure. and posi
tion indicating systems to in
clude the use "Of built-in test
equipmenl '

37. Install instruments and Per-
{onn a static pressure system
leak test.

38. Inspect check. and trouble
shoot autopilot, $ervOB and ap
proach coupling systema.

39. Inspect. coed, and service
aircraft electronic communica~

lion and navigation systems.
including VHF passenger ad
dress interphones and static
dJscharge devices. aircraft
VOR. u.s. WRAN. Radar
heaeen transponders. 0isht
management computers, and
GPWs.

48.. 'Repair and· inspect aircraft
electrical Iystem components:
crimp and splice wirins to
..manufacturers' specification.:
and repair plna and aocke" of
aircraft connectors.·

25. Assemble aircraft compo
nents. including flight control
surfaces.

26. Balance. rig. and inspect
movable primary and second
ary flight control surfaces.· .

•
(2)

(3)

(2)

15, Appendix D is amended by revising
items 1, 3, 6. 7, 9. 10. 16, 19, 20, 27, 32. and 35:
by revising the headings for Subjects E. H.
and J under 11. "Powerplant Systems and
Components": by adding a new item 39 under
n.neaclinglC ·Propell....., and by adding two
new subject headings, 'heading L "Unducted
Fans" consisting of item 40. and heading M.
"Auxiliary Power Unili" consisting otitem.
41,10 read as foUows:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

2. Identify wood defects.
3. Inspect wood structures.
• • •

21. Weld aluminum and stainless
steel.

5, In.pect, test and repair f.hrlc I (1)
and fibe1"81ass..

•

23. Inspect. identify. remove, and I (3)
treat aIrcraft corrosion and
perfonn aircraft cleaning.

24. Extract roots and raise num-
bers to a given power. I (1)

25. Determine areas and volumes
of "Yarioul geometrical shapel.

... . . .

8. Apply finishing materials.· . .

30. Use and understand --the prin
ciples of simple machines;
sound fluid.. and heat dynam
ics: basic aerodynamica: air
craft structures: and theory of
Ilisht I (2)

3t. Demonstrate ability to read.
comprehend, and apply infor
mation con'slned In FAA and I (1)
manufacturers' aircraft mainte
nance specifications, data
sheets. manuals. publications, I (1)
and related Federal Aviation
R.egulations, Airworthiness DI
rectives, and Advisory materi-
al

28. Write descriptions of work
performed including aircraft
discrepancies and corrective I (1)
actlona using typical aircraft
maintenance records.

• • • •

1%.. Inspect, test. and repair fibe~

gla88. plasticI, honeycomb.
composite. and lalflinated pri
mary and. aecondary struc
lure..

(3)

16. Form. layout. and bend sheet
metaL

D. Sheet Metal and Non-MetaUic
Sbuctures .

10. Select. install and remove I 3
special fasteners for metalUc, ()
bonded. and composite struc-
ture•.

•

(2)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

Teaching
level

(3)

(2)
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

7. Use alrcraf't drawings.. aym·
bola. and .ystem schematics. I(2J. . .

•
3. Measure voltage, current. re

sistance. and continuity.· . . .
5. Read and interpret aircraft

electrical circuit dIagrams.. in- I (2)
eluding solid state devices and
logic functions.

• • •

20. Start. ground operate, move,
service. and secure ·aircraft I (1)
and identify typical groW'ld op
eration hazards.

(1)
(1)

•

15, Perform dye penetrant eddy
current, ultrasonic, and mag
netic particle inspections.

16. Perform basic heat-treating
processes, 1(3)· .

1. Calculate and measure capaci- I (1)
lance and.inductance.

•

•

•

•

(2)

(31

(2)

(2)

(3)

•

(1)

Tescbing
level

(2)

•

•

•
12. Appendix A is amended by

revising paragraph [b)[3)[1l) and by
adding a :new paragraph (c) to read as
foHows:

APpandixA to Part 147-Curriculum
Requirements

(c) Teaching materials and equipment
The curriculum may be presented utilizing

currently accepted educational materiali and
equipment. including. but not limited to:
calculators. computers. and 8udio·visual
equipment.

13, Appendix B is amended by revising
items. 1. 3. 5. 7. 15. 16, 20, 23. 24, 25, 28, 30.
and 31 to read 88 follows:

APpendix B to Part 147-GeneraJ
Curriadum Subjec:ta

electricity, basic hydraulics. and similar
subjects,

11, Section 147.38 is amended by
revising paragraph [a) to read as
foHows:

§ 147.38 Maintenance 01 curriculum
reqUirements.

(aj Each certificated aviation
maintenance technician school shaH
adhere to its approved curriculum. With
FAA approval. curriculum subjects may
be taught at levels exceeding those
shown InAppendix A of this part,
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Appondix D 10 Pari 147-Powerplsnl
Curriculum Subjecl8
• • •

Teaching
level..

Teaching
level

Issued in Washington. DC. on.June 22. 1992.

881'1')' Lambert Harris.

Acting Administrator.
[FR Doc. 92-15131 Filed ~2~92; 0:45 8m)

BILUHG CODE '91~1)-M

Teaching
level

(1)

(3)

(3)

(3)

•
(2)

(3)

(2)

1. Inspect and repair a radial I (3)
engine.

3, Inspect. check. service. and
repair reciprocating engines I (l)
and engine installations.. . . ~

6, Inspect, check. service, and I (1)
repair turbine engines and tur-·
bine engine installations.

7. Install, troubleshoot. and
remove turbine engines.. .

9. Troubleshoot. service. and
repair electrical and mechani~

cal fluid rate-of-flow indicating I (I)
systems.

10, Inspect. check. service. trou
bleshoot. and repair electrical
and mechanical engine temper·
ature, pressure, Bnd f.p.m. Indi
cating systems.. . . .

E. Ignition and Starting systems

18. inspect. service. troubleshoot.
and repair reciprocating and
turbine engine ignition systems
and components.

19.a. Inspect. service, trouble
shoot. an4 repair turbine
engine electrical starting sys
tems.

19.b. Inspect. service. and trou
bleshoot. turbine engine pneu·
malic starting systems.

20. Troubleshoot and adjust tur
bine engine fuel metering sys
tems and electronic engine fuel
controls.

•
H. Induction and Engine Airflow

Systems
•

27. Inspect. check, service. trou·
bleshoot and repair heat ex
changers. superchargers. and
turbine engine airflow and
temperature control systems.. . .

J. Engine' Exhaust and Reverser
Systems

(3)

(1)

(1)

(3)

(1)

(1)

32.a. Inspect. check. trouble
shoot. service. and repair
engine exhaust systems.

32.b. Troubleshoot and repair
engine thrust reverser systems
and related components.. .

35. Balance propellers.

39. Repair aluminum alloy pro
peller blades.

1.. Unducted Fans
40. Inspect and troubleshoot un

ducted fan systems and com
ponents.

M: Auxiliary Power Units
41. Inspect. check. service, and

troubleshoot turbine-driven
auxiliary power units.




